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Online competitive action games are a very popular formof entertainment.While

most are respectfully enjoyed by millions of players, a small group of players

engages in disruptive behavior, such as cheating and hate speech. Identifying

and subsequently moderating these toxic players is a challenging task. Previous

research has only studied specific aspects of this problem using curated data

and with limited access to real-world moderation practices. In contrast, our

work o�ers a unique and holistic view of the universal challenges of moderating

disruptive behavior in online systems. We combine an analysis of a large dataset

froma popular online competitive first-person action title (Call of Duty®:Modern

Warfare®II) with insights from stakeholders involved in moderation. We identify

six universal challenges related to handling disruptive behaviors in such games.

We discuss challenges omitted by prior work, such as handling high-volume

imbalanced data or ensuring the comfort of human moderators. We also o�er

a discussion of possible technical, design, and policy approaches to mitigating

these challenges.

KEYWORDS

online games, toxicity, player behavior, content moderation, competitive action games,

first-person action games, disruptive behavior moderation

1 Introduction

In 2020, U.S. consumers spent approximately $57 billion on video games1. One of the

popular types of video games are online competitive action games, and their proliferation

has led to a significant increase in the number of people present online, often immersing

themselves in virtual worlds for extended periods of time (Ng andWiemer-Hastings, 2005).

For many, this has proven to be a positive experience, as online games have been shown

to improve wellbeing (Kriz, 2020), provide entertainment (Bourgonjon et al., 2016), and

foster social interactions (Kriz, 2020). Unfortunately, a small number of players leveraged

such platforms to engage in disruptive behavior, including cheating, trolling, and offensive

speech (Cook et al., 2019). This disruptive behavior may be due to a misunderstanding of

the proper code of conduct (ABK, 2023a), players’ mismatched expectations, or the game’s

1Data from the Entertainment Software Association,

(https://www.theesa.com/news/u-s-consumer-video-game-spending-totaled-56-6-billion-in-2022/).
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generally competitive nature (Kou, 2020). Given the large size

of the player base, which for high selling titles could number in

the millions, a low incidence of disruptive behavior can translate

into thousands of players misbehaving on a daily basis, which can

negatively affect the experience of a much larger number of players

(Steinkuehler, 2023). In turn, this might lead to a normalization

of toxic behaviors across platforms (Beres et al., 2021). Identifying

toxic players and deciding on the right mitigation actions is a

challenging problem (Kou, 2020; Wijkstra et al., 2023). This is

due to the sheer volume of data on players and gameplay (ABK,

2022), difficulty in recognizing what is disruptive in different social

contexts (Wijkstra et al., 2023), psychological phenomena leading

to under-reporting [e.g., the bystander effect (Barlińska et al.,

2013)] or over-reporting [e.g., in-group favoritism and out-group

hostility (Turner, 1975)], and because disruptive players may try

to avoid having their misbehavior observed and detected (Srikanth

et al., 2021). Well-trained human moderators can provide high-

quality labels and interpret ambiguous and challenging cases in

light of current policies. Nevertheless, human moderators can also

face challenges when exposed to large amounts of toxic content

(Levkovitz, 2023).

Previous research has studied disruptive behavior in online

platforms using well-labeled datasets (Canossa et al., 2021), with a

focus on applying classification approaches in isolation (Märtens

et al., 2015), testing theory-informed hypotheses about social

interactions (Kwak et al., 2015), understanding how players become

toxic (Cook et al., 2019), investigating cultural bias in player

behavior (Sengün et al., 2019), or running small-scale proof-of-

concept studies (Stoop et al., 2019). While informative, these offer

only a narrow view of a vast socio-technical challenge. No holistic

portrait of the challenges of detecting and moderating disruptive

behavior in online competitive action games exists (Wijkstra et al.,

2023).

In this paper, we comprehensively examine the challenges of

moderating disruptive behavior in online competitive action games

as presented in Figure 1. Our work is informed by a review of the

existing literature, statistical analysis of real-world data (Call of

Duty: Modern Warfare II), and insights from stakeholders directly

involved in moderation. We offer the first holistic overview of

pertinent challenges and provide analyses of evidence and impact.

We also identify previously unreported challenges, such as the

need for protecting human moderators’ comfort and the impact of

delay in moderation on player engagement and the propensity of

repeating the offense. Our work identifies the important scientific

challenges in this area, and sets the agenda for comprehensive

analysis and mitigation opportunities in the gaming domain

affecting millions of people daily.

2 Gameplay, reporting and
moderation practices

2.1 Call of Duty: Modern Warfare II

A 2022 first-person action videogame developed by Infinity

Ward and published by Activision (McWhertor, 2022). The game

takes place in a realistic and modern combat setting on multiple

continents (ABK, 2023c). The game offers single-player, story-

driven campaign mode and several online multiplayer modes:

Gunfight, Ground War, Team Deathmatch, and Domination, for

example. Individual online matches can involve between 4 and 64

players at a time, depending on the game mode, and team sizes

varying between 2 and 32 players. The primary goal of each match

also varies between modes, but generally, the last team standing or

the first team to capture/complete an objective will win the match.

2.2 Player interactions and reporting

Players can interact with one another in the game environment

by exchanging items, coordinating movement, and using in-game

gestures (e.g., pings, game-derived voice narration). Players can

also communicate using text-based and audio-based voice chats.

These player-player interactions can occur both within and across

teams. Players are able to report other players for behavior they

consider disruptive. Such reporting is available during or after

a match. The reporting player can indicate one of 5 categories

of disruptive behaviors (e.g., offensive username, or cheating) and

include additional context such as offensive text chat quotes.

3 Methodology and data

3.1 Semi-structured interactions with
domain experts

Over the course of 6 months, we engaged in regular

meetings with different stakeholders involved in logging, analysis,

and moderation of player behavior. These bi-weekly meetings

involved one-hour interactions in which we (1) developed our

understanding of the players’ in-game experiences, the architecture

of the current moderation workflow, and instrumentation of the

data on the platform, (2) discussed and verified discoveries around

player and moderation behavior as logged in the dataset, and (3)

coordinated on the selection of pertinent challenges in handling

disruptive behavior. Thesemeetings resulted in the characterization

of moderation workflow presented in Figure 1 and informed the

selection of the most important long-term challenges.

3.2 Logs of player and moderation
behavior

During game play in COD:MWII, many aspects of the game

and associated events are summarized and stored in SQL databases.

These data are distributed over several SQL tables containingmatch

statistics for players, player reports about potentially disruptive

behavior of other players, as well as moderation events. Table 1

summarizes our anonymized dataset of players andmatches for one

week from Feb 06, 2023 to Feb 12, 2023. We present a breakdown

of the reports about disruptive behavior. We report a ratio of

reports per player “Reports/Player” and a ratio of reports per match

“Reports/Match”. We note that these are many-to-many relations

where the same player and the same match can appear multiple

times.We also report the % of unique players that were reported for
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FIGURE 1

Overview of the general moderation process in Modern Warfare II and similar titles. This process is similar to other gaming platforms. We highlight a

set of 6 pertinent challenges described in this paper.

TABLE 1 Statistics of the dataset obtained for the Call of Duty: Modern Warfare II between Feb 06, 2023 and Feb 12, 2023.

Date Rep./player Rep./match % Rep. players % Rep. matches % Mod. reports % Act

Mon Feb 06 2023 0.163 0.260 8.69% 11.71% 10.95% 9.82%

Tue Feb 07 2023 0.165 0.267 8.67% 11.91% 12.27% 9.07%

Wed Feb 08 2023 0.167 0.268 8.63% 11.75% 12.21% 8.82%

Thu Feb 09 2023 0.163 0.255 8.57% 11.51% 13.35% 7.87%

Fri Feb 10 2023 0.165 0.253 8.62% 11.44% 13.25% 7.29%

Sat Feb 11 2023 0.173 0.239 8.97% 10.85% 16.11% 6.90%

Sun Feb 12 2023 0.177 0.242 9.11% 10.90% 17.36% 5.86%

Mean 0.168 0.254 8.76% 11.44% 13.81% 7.95%

S.D. 0.005 0.011 0.21% 0.42% 2.29% 1.38%

We report an average number of reports/player and reports/match as well as % of unique players reported for any offense. We further show that only between 11% and 17% of reports are able

to be human moderated and of these only between 6% and 10% are considered actionable (i.e., required a moderation action).

disruptive behavior by other players during the period of our study

(“Reported Players”). Finally, we present the % of reports that the

moderation team was able to review in “Moderated Reports” as well

as the % of reports that resulted in a moderation action, indicating a

possibly genuine report and a need for intervention (“% Act”). The

precise data extraction and processing details for constructing this

table are presented in Appendix 1.1.

3.3 Analysis methods

Data is stored in an SQL database and distributed over

several tables containing timestamps, anonymized player ids,

matches, reports, and moderation entries. For obtaining aggregate

information we connected several tables over a given time period

between Feb 06, 2023 and Feb 12, 2023. As the moderation of

player reports may take additional time over the inspected period,

we collected moderation entries within 30 days from our start

date. As real-world data can contain missing or inaccurate data,

we employed additional pre-processing checks in our queries,

specifically: (1) we ensured that both reporter and reported players

were in the same match or in the same lobby on a given day, (2)

we discarded entries for which join keys were empty. We used

Python packages PySpark, Pandas for data querying as well as the

R package ggplot for plotting. Statistical analysis was performed

using the Python package statsmodels. For each of the challenges

reported in the subsequent sections of the paper, we performed

specific data extraction and analysis. We report the details of this

analysis in Appendix 1. We further refer to the specific subsection

of this Appendix when providing the evidence for each challenge in

the subsequent sections of the paper.

4 Identified challenges

To identify the crucial challenges in the moderation of

disruptive behavior, we leveraged triangulation, which is a mixed-

methods technique of using multiple data sources and analysis

methods in order to increase the confidence in our findings

(Fielding, 2012). We use a combination of 3 sources: (1)

moderation workflow, (2) exploratory analysis of our dataset, and
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(3) stakeholder conversations. The combination of these three

sources allowed us to ground the challenges in the practical needs

of both the players and the moderation team, as well as supporting

our results with concrete measurable evidence present in the

data logs.

4.1 Challenge 1: data volume, label noise
and imbalance

A general challenge in moderation is the large volume of data

(Ghani et al., 2019). We discuss the severity of this challenge in our

dataset and the practical impact it has on player experience and

moderation efforts.

Evidence: Nearly 400 million players worldwide engaged with

ABK games in 2022 (ABK, 2022). There are an average of 100k+

players in COD:MWII alone at any given moment according to

Steam Charts (Charts, 2023). Furthermore, the number of unique

active players in a 30-day period frequently reaches between 7M

and 10M with average daily active players estimated at between

500k and 900k according to an estimate from online sources as

the official player counts are not released (ActivePlayer, 2023).

We estimate the breakdown of reported players and matches as

well as the moderation percentages and actionable reports (Table 1)

using the procedure described in Appendix 1.1. Although only 9%

of players are reported for various forms of disruptive behaviors,

this still translates to large absolute numbers. Due to such a high

volume, only around 14% of reports are reviewed by human

moderation. Furthermore, only about 8% of moderated reports are

deemed to necessitate a moderation action, suggesting a high ratio

of noisy reporting.

Impact: The large volume of data makes it challenging to

effectively investigate all reports using human-based moderation

alone (Levkovitz, 2023). Unfortunately, automation via domain-

knowledge-based heuristics which are relied on in many

production systems is hard to adapt to new player behavior and

complex in-game contexts (Srikanth et al., 2021). Furthermore,

unlike toxicity or misinformation in social media platforms,

which is often concentrated around few individuals (Stewart

et al., 2018), disruptive behavior in games has been shown to be

much less concentrated around particular individuals (Stoop et al.,

2019). Quality and label scarcity also impact machine-learning-

based solutions on a fundamental level. The large difference in

the volume of “disruptive” vs. “regular” players introduces the

fundamental problem of extreme class imbalance (Abd Elrahman

and Abraham, 2013). This makes it very hard to effectively identify

all the disruptive behaviors (recall) with a high level of accuracy

(precision). While several technical approaches exist (Tyagi and

Mittal, 2020), fundamentally optimizing for either metric results

in a high volume of false reports or risks missing a large volume

of genuinely disruptive behaviors. Different perceptions of toxicity

(Lin and Sun, 2005), unfamiliarity with the code of conduct (ABK,

2023b), as well as social phenomenons such in-group favoritism

and out-group hostility (Turner, 1975), the bystander-effect

(Barlińska et al., 2013), and attribution theory (Kwak et al.,

2015) suggest both over-reporting and under-reporting in certain

settings, which introduces a fundamental challenge of label noise.

While such noise can be identified to some extent (Sharma et al.,

2020) it also introduces additional verification effort.

4.2 Challenge 2: delay in moderation
actions

Disruptive player behavior can be moderated in various ways,

however, such moderation, especially in high-volume production

systemsmay come at a delay. Such delay introduces a period of time

during which a player’s disruptive behavior was not met with any

reaction.

Evidence: In Figure 2 we report the delay in moderation

by different disruptive player behavior categories. This figure

has four panels, in the first we show the distribution of

the delay in the moderation of a reported cheating behavior.

Subsequent panels report delays for reports of offensive text chat,

offensive user identification and other offenses respectively. The x-

axis represents the number of days that have passed since the report

submission. The y-axis on the left reports the percentage of reports

reviewed by moderation on a given day. The black line depicts the

cumulative distribution function (CDF) reporting the percentage

of all the reports that have been reviewed. The corresponding y-

axis scale for the CDF is presented on the right side of the graphs.

This only includes the reports that have eventually been reviewed

by the moderation team and hence adds up to 100%. This delay is

measured as the number of days from when the first report about a

player was submitted until the time the moderation examined the

reported case. We report the precise data extraction and analysis

involved in producing this figure in Appendix 1.2. The reason for

existence of a delay can be due to the need for manual inspection,

or even in an automated system due to the need for accumulation

of sufficient evidence to justify taking an action (e.g., threshold of

reports).

Impact: Such delay in moderation can have many effects.

Experiments in education settings suggest that delayed punishment

can reduce its effectiveness (Abramowitz and O’Leary, 1990).

Similarly, in the social media context, delayed moderation action

(in the form of content removal) to posting inappropriate

content has been found to be less effective (Srinivasan et al.,

2019). Furthermore, temporal delay has been shown to affect the

motivational structures of human decision-making (Suh andHsieh,

2016). Specifically, temporal delay tends to be associated with

increased uncertainty of whether the behavior will result in any

consequences (Luhmann et al., 2008). If the reaction to disruptive

behavior comes “too late”, players may be less likely to comply.

Finally, from a learning theory perspective, timing of feedback

is considered a key component affecting feedback effectiveness

(Thurlings et al., 2013).

4.3 Challenge 3: impact of disruptive
behavior on other players

The social nature of gaming means players are connected

together. This can be via automatedmatchmaking or, in some game

modes, explicit selection of teammates. In some game modes, they
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FIGURE 2

Delay in human moderation of the reported players by type of disruptive behavior. We can see that the o�ensive text chat incurs a significant delay in

the case handling.

also form ephemeral teams. This means that players exhibiting

disruptive behavior may affect others.

Evidence: We quantify the number of players exposed to

disruptive behavior. We identify the players who are reported and

moderated on a specific day–March 26th, 2023. We then count the

number of matches they engaged in and the number of players they

interacted with during one week before that day. We treat players

who they play with on the same team as potentially “exposed"

players. The detailed data processing and analysis steps involved are

reported in Appendix 1.3. In Figure 3 we show the distribution of

exposedmatches and exposed players (left andmiddle respectively).

In the left graphs, for example, we can see that there were ∼300

disruptive players that participated in∼100matches in a week prior

to being reported. In the middle graph, we can also see that there

were∼200 disruptive players who played with more than 500 other

players during the week before being reported. These exposure

statistics show an opportunity for affecting other players but do not,

by themselves, indicate that disruptive players meaningfully affect

others. We hence perform further analysis focused on the change

in the number of reports about players before and after exposure to

a toxic player. In the right-hand chart, we show that exposure to a

toxic player increases the average number of reports per exposed

player from 0.42 to 0.65 (t-test p-value < 0.001), an increase of

about 0.224 per player.

Impact: Such exposure to disruptive and toxic behavior can

have many adverse effects. It can lead to the normalization of

toxicity (Beres et al., 2021). Players unwilling to follow such

“new normal” can be driven away from the game altogether.

Recent work reports that roughly half (49.3%) of players report

avoiding some game titles due to toxicity (Steinkuehler, 2023).

This can have a real-world monetary impact as players’ average

monthly spending on games deemed “non-toxic” was reported

to be 54% higher than on games deemed “toxic” (Steinkuehler,

2023). Potential mitigation strategies could involve engaging

the player community in effective self-moderation akin to the

tribunal system (Kwak et al., 2015), or lowering propensity for

toxic behavior via “prosocial nudges” (Caraban et al., 2019), or

limiting the perception of anonymity shown conducive to offensive

behavior (Reicher et al., 1995).

4.4 Challenge 4: preserving comfort and
e�ectiveness of human moderators

Prior work tends to focus on the impact exposure to toxic

content has on the user base of various social platforms (Malmasi

and Zampieri, 2017). Often omitted is the impact that exposure has

on human moderators.

Evidence: Given the active daily player estimates of 500k+

(ActivePlayer, 2023) and that ∼9% of players are reported for

offensive behavior (see Table 1), we can see that the moderation

team is exposed to high volume of reports about disruptive behavior

in one week. We further aggregate different moderation reasons

and moderation actions taken in Table 2. The details of how this

table is generated are provided in Appendix 1.4, looking at the

breakdown of the reasons for player reports in Table 2, we can see

that a large proportion is related to various types of toxic content

via text, or offensive user identification (offensive username or clan

tags). Such high exposure to toxic content is not uncommon for

moderators, as evidenced by testimonials from individuals across

the moderation landscape (Verge, 2019).

Impact: Repeated exposure to toxicity, hate-speech, offensive

or disruptive content, or even racism (Sengün et al., 2019; Lakomy

et al., 2023) can have many adverse effects on the work of human

moderators. First of all, it can impact their comfort leading to the

need for relaxation breaks and even recovery (Levkovitz, 2023).

Furthermore, constant exposure to offensive content can produce

desensitization and exhaustion leading to impaired judgment and

higher error rates (Soral et al., 2018). Such desensitization can

further lead to higher disagreement rates with other moderators

and drive up the costs of any rigorous moderation workflow

(Chen et al., 2018). Finally, high exposure to hate speech has been

linked to lowering empathy (Pluta et al., 2023). Potential mitigation

opportunities lie in variations of human-in-the-loop automation

via active learning approaches (Link et al., 2016). In such an

approach, only ambiguous examples require human inspection

and the obviously toxic and non-toxic ones are handled fully

automatically. Emotional management techniques such as mutual

supervision, working in teams, and emotional reset methods can

also be included in the moderation workflow (Lakomy et al., 2023).
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FIGURE 3

Estimation of the exposure to disruptive behavior from a subsequently reported player. Left: distribution of exposed matches, Middle: exposed

players based on matches, Right: impact on the report count pre- and post-exposure to the disruptive player.

TABLE 2 Moderation reason, associated actions, and the mean as well as the % of players reported again for the same reason in the following month (an

indicator of the e�ectiveness of action in preventing future o�enses).

Moderation reason Moderation actions # Actions # Mod.Again Mod.Again (%)

Cheating Remove from leaderboard 2,377 0.02 0.25

Offensive text chat Penalty notification, ban features 5,655 1.51 16.3

Offensive user Id

Rename user, limit allowed renames

Remove clantag, notify, ban features

4,754 0.82 17.7

Rename user, limit allowed renames

Remove clantag, notify

1,127 2.01 15.9

Several moderation actions can be applied in conjunction.

4.5 Challenge 5: applying the “right”
moderation action

Even if detected, effective moderation of disruptive behavior

is challenging (Ma et al., 2023). Approaches relying on bans

and retributive actions have been criticized in favor of positive

socialization and restorative forms of justice (Steinkuehler, 2023).

Evidence: In Table 2 we present a breakdown of different types

of moderation reasons and associated moderation actions. We take

players whowere reported betweenMarch 1 and 7, 2023 and receive

a moderation action. We then look at the average times/percent

the player is reported again for the same reason in the following

month. Exact details of how this analysis is performed are provided

in Appendix 1.4. Several actions can be applied in combination

in response to a report. Also, different combinations of actions

can be associated with the same reason. Moderators use their best

judgment to apply the most appropriate actions in a given context.

We can see that action “Remove From leaderboard” applied in

response to cheating is quite effective with only 0.25% of players

being reported and verified by moderation as cheaters again. The

moderation actions related to toxic or offensive content such as

“Rename User” or “Ban Features” seem less effective, with 16% to

18% of players being reported again and verified by moderation to

be disruptive for the same offense in a subsequent month.

Impact: Recent work reports the lack of effective ways to

combat toxicity as one of the major obstacles (Wijkstra et al.,

2023). Increasingly the traditionally punitive moderation actions

are being criticized (Steinkuehler, 2023). A reactance phenomenon

known in persuasion literature suggests that imposing forceful rules

and regulations can actually lead to players being more toxic to

fight regulation or trigger more covert behaviors to avoid detection

(Quick et al., 2013). Prior work calls for more transparency with the

player base, overhauling existing in-game reporting practices, and

reinforcing positive behaviors (Lapolla, 2020). Recent work also

points to the importance of explanations for increasing perceptions

of moderation fairness (Ma et al., 2023).

4.6 Challenge 6: ambiguity in
interpretation of what is toxic/non-toxic

The subjectivity in the assessment of what is considered toxic

is a known challenge in social media (Sheth et al., 2022). Recent

work has also shown severe heterogeneity among gamers in the

perception of what is appropriate, tolerable, or harmful (Beres et al.,

2021).

Evidence: To find evidence for potential ambiguity in the

interpretation of the same reports among human moderation,

we look at cases where reports about toxic player behavior

were considered non-actionable (i.e., moderation checked these

and decided not to take action) at one time, but they were

deemed actionable upon subsequent reporting. We provide the

detailed processing steps in Appendix 1.5. Among all players whose

usernames were reported, but ultimately determined non-toxic

between March 1 and 7, 2023, 2.5% were ultimately moderated

because of a toxic username in the same month. Similarly, among

all of the players whose text chat posts were determined to be

not actionable, 14.7% are eventually moderated because of toxic
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text chat in the same month. These alterations may indicate

disagreement between subsequent moderators. We acknowledge

that some of these changes could have been due to simple omission

or the player engaging in more toxic actions over time.

Impact: A consistent definition of toxicity is challenging in

itself. Märtens et al. (2015) define toxicity as the use of profane

language by one player to insult or humiliate a different player

in his own team. This definition is naturally limited as it focuses

on toxicity expressed in language and is also limited to particular

recipients. The ambiguity in the perception of toxicity can be linked

to fundamental differences in players’ experiences and expectations.

The matching of players, the familiarity between them, and the

context of the game have all been linked to heterogeneity of toxicity

judgments (Wijkstra et al., 2023). Additionally, the toxicity can

be targeted at the aspects of the game itself, or even at aspects

outside of the game. The impact is usually the most harmful when

it becomes personal and relates to the game skills of other players

(Sengün et al., 2019). Additionally, sequences of fairly usual in-

game events can lead to the emergence of toxicity (Kwak et al.,

2015).

5 Discussion

For each challenge, we briefly discussed possible mitigation

strategies. As game platforms are socio-technical systems, we see

the solutions as involving three prongs: (1) technical innovations,

(2) player experience designs, and (3) policies.

5.1 Technology

We identify several important areas related to technical

challenges and innovation.

Contextual modeling: The nuances in the interpretation of

toxicity (Challenge 6) call for modeling approaches incorporating

longer interaction context (Lei et al., 2022) as well as multi-

modal input (e.g., game-play, text, audio) (Velioglu and Rose,

2020). Furthermore, disambiguation of what is considered toxic or

acceptable may require more complex modeling of social relations

between players in different gameplay contexts. Approaches such as

social network analysis (Schlauch and Zweig, 2015), in combination

with contextual modeling via graph neural networks, might prove

especially beneficial in these efforts (Fan et al., 2019; Hamid et al.,

2020).

Resource-efficiency: Use of contextual deep-learning models

can be slow and resource intensive for large-scale production

systems (Borgeaud et al., 2022), this calls for techniques improving

training (Rasley et al., 2020) and inference efficiency [e.g., in-

context learning (Min et al., 2022) or prompting (Cao et al., 2023)].

Given the unique context of language use, involving game-specific

terms, techniques for light-weight fine-tuning of existing general-

purpose large language models such as Low-Rank Adaptation

(Zhao et al., 2023) and adapters (Pfeiffer et al., 2020) can prove

especially beneficial.

Human-in-the-loop: Evolution in the expression of disruptive

behavior, policy changes, as well as the need for considering the

impact on human moderators (Challenge 4) calls for techniques

efficiently incorporating human labeling such as active learning

(Link et al., 2016), semi-supervised learning (Zhu, 2005), as

well as efficient quality verification techniques via labeling noise

identification (Sharma et al., 2020). Impact of exposure to toxic

or disruptive content can further be mitigated by techniques

such as mutual supervision and emotional reset methods, along

with coping strategies like humor and breaks (Lakomy et al.,

2023). Furthermore, techniques around technology-facilitated self-

moderating crowds can offer an effective approach to supplement

dedicated moderation teams (Seering, 2020). These can be

combined with automated techniques for better exploration of vast

player-behavior space using techniques such as cluster-based active

learning for concept drifts in online data streams (Halder et al.,

2023).

Sampling techniques: The large volume of data, imbalance in

the labels, as well as distributional shifts present in social media

(Challenge 1) call for cost-sensitive training (Ling and Sheng,

2008), adaptive representations (Srikanth et al., 2021), and anomaly

detection techniques (Zhou and Paffenroth, 2017). Supporting

effective automated and data-driven interventions requires

modeling techniques capturing complex causal interactions, which

motivates the application of Causal Machine Learning (Causal ML)

techniques in this context (Zhao and Liu, 2023).

5.2 Player experience design

Mitigation through design similarly involves several areas.

Rethinking moderation actions: Recent work increasingly

suggests avoiding punitive actions and considering prosocial

interventions informed by behavioral economics (Angner and

Loewenstein, 2007). For example, addressing Challenge 5 could

involve interventions promoting prosocial behavior such as

providing a social comparison to “most prosocial player” of the

match or day (Colusso et al., 2016). The behavior change and

learning research literature suggest higher long-term effectiveness

of reflection-driven nudges such as “reminding of consequences” and

“providing multiple viewpoints” (Caraban et al., 2019).

Intervention transparency: Recent work also suggests the

importance of explanations in increasing players’ perceptions of

fairness of moderation in games (Ma et al., 2023). This suggests

adapting solutions from AI transparency (Kocielnik et al., 2019)

and explanation strategies in recommendation systems (Kang et al.,

2022). Such transparency efforts, however, need to be carefully

designed to prevent potential abuse by malicious players (Blauth

et al., 2022).

Preventive design: Prior work identified contexts conducive

to the emergence of disruptive behaviors (Challenge 3) (Kou,

2020). The nudging literature (Caraban et al., 2019) provides

several approaches for affecting such context including promotion

of “reciprocity” (Cialdini, 2007) and “raising the visibility of user

actions” (Hansen and Jespersen, 2013). Passive techniques such as

“subliminal priming” via desired imagery for promoting pro-social

behaviors can also create a more prosocial environment (Strahan

et al., 2002).
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5.3 Policy

An important aspect of handling disruptive behavior involves

internal and external policies.

Transparency around player data and moderation: Policies

such as GDPR (Voigt and Von dem Bussche, 2017) regulate

player data storage practices and algorithmic transparency. Similar

policies in relation to transparency in content moderation of hate

speech, disinformation, and extremism are only just beginning

to emerge (Zakrzewski, 2022; League, 2023). These efforts are

just in their infancy and collaboration with gaming companies is

needed. Of course, caution is necessary regarding the details of how

disruptive behavior is detected to prevent players from trying to

avoid detection.

Clarity of guidelines: Despite regulations around reporting,

very little is universally agreed on in relation to the definition of

disruptive behavior and its proper moderation. Various gaming

companies proposed their own sets of corporate rules formulated as

players’ codes of conduct (ABK, 2023b; Ubisoft, 2023). These offer

initial attempts at addressing the mitigation challenge, but further

steps are clearly needed (Busch et al., 2015).

Industry standards: The development of codes of conduct for

gaming more generally, better player education at the industry level

about appropriate conduct, and clearer industry-wide information

about how players who violate codes of conduct will be dealt with

may help alleviate some of the problems across all of the challenges

we have discussed in this paper.

6 Future work

Based on the identified challenges, we see several important

areas of future work along the prongs identified in the discussion.

6.1 Enhanced technological development
and optimization

Multimodal interaction analysis: Building on our theme of

contextual modeling, future work should explore creating more

robust models that combine various modalities such as gameplay,

text, and audio to better interpret toxicity and disruptive behavior

as it is expressed across the gaming platform. The integration of

different data sources could enable more nuanced understanding

and detection.

Optimizing resource efficiency: Future research should

focus on creating more efficient models for large-scale

production systems. This may involve developing new

algorithms and methodologies to reduce the computational

requirements of deep learning models, both in terms of training

and inference.

Advanced sampling techniques: Exploring novel sampling

techniques to handle large volumes of data, label imbalances,

and distributional shifts should be a significant future direction.

This includes investigating adaptive representations, cost-sensitive

training, and causal machine learning approaches.

6.2 Player experience design and prosocial
interventions

Promotion of prosocial behavior: Design interventions that

encourage prosocial behavior, rather than simply punish toxicity.

Such approaches could include utilizing behavioral economics

concepts or nudging literature to create incentives and motivators

for positive player interactions. Furthermore, game design and

mechanics should be designed with the promotion of prosocial

behavior in mind.

Intervention transparency: Future work should look into

incorporating explanations and transparency into the moderation

process, building upon AI transparency principles and explanation

strategies to improve fairness perceptions.

Preventing toxicity and promoting prosocial behaviors:

Research into how passive techniques like subliminal priming

or preventive design could foster a more prosocial environment

should be explored. This may involve the development and

testing of new design patterns that help prevent the emergence of

disruptive behaviors as well as limit the conditions leading to the

emergence of toxicity.

6.3 Policy formulation and standardization
across the industry

Transparency and regulation compliance: Collaborative

efforts between gaming companies, legislators, and regulators to

craft transparent policies around player data and moderation are

an essential step forward. Ensuring compliance with regulations

like GDPR and exploring emerging guidelines related to content

moderation would be a vital aspect of this.

Creation of universal guidelines: Building on the need for

clarity in defining disruptive behavior, future work should focus

on creating universal guidelines and codes of conduct that

transcend individual companies’ policies. This would help in

defining common standards for disruptive behavior and its proper

moderation.

Industry standards and education: The development of

broader industry standards, coupled with education initiatives for

players, can form a concerted effort to improve overall conduct

within the gaming community. This should include collaborative

efforts among different stakeholders in the gaming industry to

create consistent standards and educational materials.

These directions highlight the multidisciplinary nature

of challenges within game platforms, bridging technological

innovation, design considerations, and policy interventions. The

collaborative effort across these domains could contribute to a

more effective and player-friendly gaming ecosystem.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we posited six challenges related to the

moderation of disruptive behavior in online competitive action

games. These challenges are informed by our interactions with

various stakeholders, indications from prior work, and evidence
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from analysis of a real-world dataset from one of the popular first-

person action gaming titles—Call of Duty: Modern Warfare II. We

discuss the inherent difficulties in addressing these challenges, their

impact, and potential mitigation approaches. Our work offers the

first comprehensive organization of this space and sets the agenda

for much-needed progress around moderation.
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